Prize Winners

2010 Year 13 Prize Winners
Art

Aplin Prize for Art

Louise Chivers

Classics

Gilmour Prize for Classics

Sanjana Kapila

Drama

Parents' Guild Prize for Theatre Studies

Anna Hamre

Drama

Old Girls' Association Prize for Theatre Studies

Ellie Isherwood

Drama

School Prize for Services to Drama Department

Jessica Phillips

English

Merrifield Prize for English Literature

Alex Mathieson

English

Price Prize for English Language

Aleks Nicole

English

Graham Prize for English Literature

Chelsea Gray

English

School Prize for Debating

Debjani Biswas-Hawkes

English

Graham Prize for English Literature

Emma Swain

English

Price Prize for English Language

Karolina Laskowska

English

Richards Prize for English

Sanjana Kapila

English

Myers Prize for Creative Writing

Zosia Carr

History of Art

Parents' Guild Prize for History of Art

Grace Collier

History of Art

Parents' Guild Prize for History of Art

Louise Chivers

Humanities

Pelham Brown Prize for Government & Politics

Alice Vulliamy

Humanities

Rhys Prize for History

Anna Hamre

Humanities

Gaia Prize for Geography

Catrin Jones

Humanities

Holme & Lanegan Prize for Humanities

Debjani Biswas-Hawkes

Humanities

Rhys Prize for History

Georgia Posner

Humanities

Pelham Brown Prize for History

Joanna Thompson

Humanities

Gaia Prize for Geography

Laura Parker-Tong

Humanities

Gaia Prize for Geography

Lucy Butcher

Languages

Sergeant Prize for French

Alexia Souvaliotis

Languages

Parents' Guild Prize for Spanish

Emma Swain

Languages

Parents' Guild Prize for Spanish

Isabel Spanswick

Mathematics

Howcroft Prize for Mathematics

Chloe Coates

Mathematics

Siemaszko Prize for Mathematics

Louise Phillimore

Mathematics

Kerr Prize for Mathematics

Sophie Shawdon

Maths/Science

Strachan Prize for Mathematics and Science

Elisabeth Matthews

Music

Allwright Prize for Music

Aneka Popat

Music

Marriott Prize for services to the Music Department

Aneka Popat

Music

Campbell Prize for Woodwind

Elisabeth Matthews

PE

Gregory Prize for PE

Anahita Daruwalla

PE

Julie Stafford Cup for services to the PE Department

Georgina Harrison

PE

Julie Stafford Cup for services to the PE Department

Laura Parker-Tong

PE

Julie Stafford Cup for services to the PE Department

Louise Phillimore

PE

Gregory Prize for PE

Polly Kemp-King

PE

Julie Stafford Cup for services to the PE Department

Sophie Shawdon

RS

School Prize for Religious Studies

Anna Hamre

Science

Sacerdoti Prize for Chemistry

Aneka Popat

Science

Kinn Prize for Biology

Camilla Gorard

Science

Ian Davidson Prize for Physics

Elisabeth Matthews

Science

Levitt Prize for Chemistry

Elisabeth Matthews

Science

Kinn Prize for Biology

Irene Reguilon

Science

Seville Prize for Science

Louise Phillimore

Old Girls' Association Prize for Deputy Head Girl

Irene Reguilon

Old Girls' Association Prize for Deputy Head Girl

Jessica Phillips

Old Girls' Association Prize for Deputy Head Girl

Joanna Thompson

Hayman Award for services to the school

Keri Long

Old Girls' Association Prize for Deputy Head Girl

Laura Parker-Tong

Miss Percy's Prize for Head Girl

Chloe Coates
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Extracts from the editor's journal
creative writing in English?...
2nd July 2010
4.05 am: Call of nature. Stumbling past
my desk on the way to the attic bathroom,
my notes from the previous evening's
perusal of the magazine draft, basking in
the day's first rays of sunlight, catch my
eye. No creative writing. I totter back to
bed, close my eyes and try to get back
to sleep. But the thought keeps going
through my head, a school magazine
with no creative writing. The thought gets
joined by a companion, one that has been
lying completely dormant in my mind
for the last 6 months - I had received
a batch of poems and mini-sagas from
Ms Irwin, the new Head of English, 6
months ago. The two thoughts fall in
love and procreation commences. I don't
remember seeing those pieces of creative
writing in the magazine folders... maybe
I forgot to put them there.. The deadline
for completion of the magazine pages
is today... Hannah and Ramneek have
been slaving away at the English pages
all week, trying to cram into the limited
space allocated to English countless
reviews, interviews and features. Hannah
will be away today so she's left the final
finishing touches to Ramneek. Who cares
if there's no creative writing? Do Hannah
and Ramneek care? No, otherwise they
would have put something in... Do I care?
No, not yet. My thoughts turn towards
the calm, industrious and ever-smiling
Ms Irwin. Have I ever seen her angry?
No... Does she get angry easily? ...Do I
wish to see her angry? No... Will she be
angry when she finds out that there's no

1.20 pm "Hi Ramneek. Have a chocolate.
Umm, I don't think, umm that you're going
to like what I'm about to say. Please
don't take this personally. You know all
those pages of your reviews that you've
done. Well, I've decided that two of them
need to be replaced with creative writing
- poems and minisagas". She replies
"I suppose we'll have to cut one of the
Faustus reviews. Which one? Mine or
Hannah's?"
"Both of them" I say "and Amy's and
several others".
She smiles.
1.45 pm Amy has just handed me a figure
of a peacock, stunningly drawn in intricate
detail on A4 paper, for me to scan in.
(You can see it on page 61 - it occupies
just about 2 square inches of magazine
space). Ramneek calls out "Dr Sheldon,
I think I've done those poetry pages. Will
you take a look and let me know what you
think?"
This is typical of the attitude that I have
had to contend with in these last few
weeks. A common occurrence has been
for a task, that I have noticed requires
doing, to be done almost instantly or even
before I have had time to ask someone
to carry it out. It has been an incredibly
rewarding experience to oversee
production of this magazine with an
amazing team of Year 12 girls. All the girls
on the Committee have made significant
contributions in commissioning articles,
taking responsibility for specific subject

areas, photography or illustrations and
assembly of the pieces. New to this type
of work, I have had to learn so much
this year and I am heavily indebted to
Phil Nelkin for his invaluable advice and
expertise. Most of all, I would like to thank
the whole NHEHS community for its role
in producing this magazine.
Back in September 2009, addressing the
Magazine Committee for the first time, I
may have alluded to a hero of mine, the
double Nobel Prize winning chemist Linus
Pauling who said that the best way to
have a good idea is to have lots of ideas.
Contrary to all my expectations, we now
have a surplus of material and the most
painful task for me is now to have to
choose to leave out some excellent work.
If your article has not appeared here, my
poor judgement is to blame.
July 51h 2010
After all that, I managed to find space for
both Faustus reviews. I recommend them
both to you as well as all the rest of the
magnificent work that you can find in this
magazine.

I am very grateful to Kate Naameh for
the thoroughness and efficiency of
her proof-reading. She has spotted so
many mistakes and inconsistencies that
those still present must be errors made
by myself whilst correcting the original
mistakes.
Philip Sheldon

Back cover design by Lauren Vaux and Leila Brown, who along with Emily McParland are responsible for the majority of photographs in the
magazine. Drawings are by Amy Thellusson.

I trudge onwards up this treacherous path.
The wind whistles past; frosty white flakes
beat at my face. Each step is a struggle.
Finally, I reach my dreaded destination and
approach the forbidding gate. I can't help feel
disgusted - school still hasn't had a single
snow day this year.
Karolina Laskowska, 13S

